SECURITY MONITORING & ANALYTICS
POWERED BY SPLUNK AND RADAR CYBER SECURITY

THE SOLUTION
SECURITY AND MONITORING ANALYTICS FROM COMPUTACENTER

A single partner to procure, design, manage and improve the SIEM platform
• Reduce cost of SIEM support, gain access to scarce skills, remove risk of staff retention
• Flexible options: improve and enhance existing SIEM or outsource service
• Constantly assess SIEM operation - how to evolve and enhance

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT
• Combination of tailored profession and managed services covering procurement, design, implementation and management of SIEM technology and tooling
• Specialist Splunk skills within our SIEM Center of Excellence
• Flexibility outsourcing options, either our own specialist SIEM solution or optimisation of existing customer tooling investments

SERVICE OVERVIEW
A packaged service helping our customers to select, procure and implement SIEM technology, with options to improve and enhance existing SIEM implementations, in particular splunk. Take advantage of flexible SIEM operations outsourcing where Computacenter will adopt and optimise existing technology or deploy our own specialist solution based on Radar Cyber Security. With additional cyber security services focused on vulnerability detection and assessment our Packaged Security Monitoring and Analytics service can enhance existing protection, improve detection and optimise technology investments.

KEY BENEFITS
- A single partner to procure, design, manage and improve the SIEM platform
- Reduce cost of SIEM support, gain access to scarce skills, remove risk of staff retention
- Flexible options: improve and enhance existing SIEM or outsource service
- Constantly assess SIEM operation - how to evolve and enhance

ANALYST RECOGNITION
ISG PROVIDER LENS 2019, GERMANY
• Leader Cyber Security Solutions and Services – Large Accounts
• Leader Cyber Security Solutions and Services – Midmarket